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Abstract
Some new application scenarios for Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) such as urban resilience, smart house/building, smart
agriculture and animal farming, among others, can be enhanced by adding multimedia sensors able to capture and transmit small
multimedia samples such as still images or audio files. In these applications, Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSNs)
usually share two conflicting design goals. On the one hand, the goal of maximizing the network lifetime by saving energy, and
on the other, the ability to successfully deliver packets to the sink. In this paper, we investigate the suitability of several WSNs
MAC protocols from different categories for low data rate WMSNs by analyzing the effect of some network parameters, such as the
sampling rate and the density of multimedia sensors on the energy consumption of nodes. First, we develop a general multi-class
traffic model that allows us to integrate different types of sensors with different sampling rates. Then, we model, evaluate and
compare the energy consumption of MAC protocols numerically. We illustrate how the MAC protocols put some constraints on
network parameters like the sampling rates, the number of nodes, the size of the multimedia sample and the density of multimedia
nodes in order to make collisions negligible and avoid long queuing delays. Numerical results show that in asynchronous MAC
protocols, the receiver-initiated MAC protocols (RI-MAC and PW-MAC) consume less energy than the sender-initiated ones (B-
MAC and X-MAC). B-MAC outperforms X-MAC when the sampling rates of multimedia nodes is very low and the polling periods
are short. PW-MAC shows the lowest energy consumption between the selected asynchronous MAC protocols and it can be used in
the considered WMSNs with a wider range of sampling rates. Regarding synchronous MAC protocols, results also show that they
are only suitable for the considered WMSNs when the data rates are very low. In that situation, TreeMAC is the one that offers the
lowest energy consumption in comparison to L-MAC and T-MAC. Finally, we compare the energy consumption of MAC protocols
in four selected application scenarios related to Smart Cities and environment monitoring.
Keywords: Wireless sensor networks; Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks; Medium Access Control; Energy efficiency; Smart
Cities
1. Introduction1
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are considered as the2
building blocks of new network paradigms and application sce-3
narios in Smart Cities [1]. In this context, applications such4
as structural health and urban resilience, smart house/building,5
smart agriculture and animals surveillance, among others, can6
be enhanced by adding multimedia sensors (MMSs) able to7
capture and transmit small multimedia samples such as still im-8
ages or audio files.9
In these networks, namely Wireless Multimedia Sensor Net-10
works (WMSNs) [2], maximizing the network lifetime is of a11
paramount importance. To achieve this goal, using an energy12
efficient Medium Access Control (MAC) protocol is key since13
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the radio is a major source of energy consumption in the sens- 14
ing nodes [3]. The MAC layer coordinates nodes’ access to the 15
shared wireless medium. Doing so in an energy efficient way 16
becomes more complicated when nodes of different sampling 17
rates exist in the network and generate different traffic loads. 18
Based on applications, WMSNs’ traffic can be classified into 19
two main categories, multimedia streams (e.g., video stream- 20
ing) and multimedia data (e.g., snapshot multimedia content). 21
Each of these categories can be further classified, according to 22
the level of Quality of Service (QoS) required by the overly- 23
ing application, into real-time and delay-tolerant [2]. Multi- 24
media streaming applications put a lot of effort on achieving 25
high bandwidth for a steady flow of data while real-time appli- 26
cations require a delay-bounded delivery of packets. In these 27
cases, energy efficiency is of a lower priority. However, these 28
applications are out of the scope of this paper. Here, we focus 29
on non-streaming and delay-tolerant WMSNs that require rela- 30
tively lower bandwidth demands than streaming ones [2]. This 31
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includes a wide range of environment monitoring and Smart32
Cities application scenarios, where on the one hand it is essen-33
tial to keep monitoring the surrounding environment, but on the34
other hand the phenomenons’ observation is delay-tolerant and35
the generated multimedia traffic is lower -compared to multime-36
dia streams. In this kind of applications MMSs can be deployed37
to sporadically send still-images or audio files (e.g., images38
about structural health in a territory, crops status in vineyards,39
pets and children in a house, sounds and noise in bar zones,40
among others). This imposes a higher traffic load compared41
to the typical WSNs where only scalar sensors (SSs) -which42
sense scalar data and physical attributes (e.g., temperature and43
humidity readings)- are deployed, and it directly affects the en-44
ergy efficiency of the MAC layer.45
In this paper we study the energy efficiency of the MAC layer46
in this kind of WMSNs applications by modeling and evaluat-47
ing the energy consumption of several and different MAC pro-48
tocols, designed for traditional WSNs, taking into account the49
existence of MMSs in the network. The paper addresses the50
spectrum of low data rate applications where the main target is51
to minimize the energy consumption and increase the lifetime52
of the sensor network. Therefore, the selected MAC protocols53
should be those ones which improve the energy efficiency, re-54
gardless if they are QoS-aware or if they provide constant band-55
width -as required by streaming applications. To achieve this56
goal we develop a general sensor network traffic model which57
allows to integrate different types of sensors with different sam-58
pling rates. The model is an extension and a generalization of59
the model presented in [4] and helps to analyze the effects of60
various parameters of MMSs -such as the sampling rate, the size61
of multimedia sample and the density of MMSs- on the traffic62
each node transmits, receives and overhears. There are previous63
works on modeling and evaluating the energy consumption of64
MAC protocols in WSNs like [4, 5]. However, none of those65
papers models and evaluates the energy consumption of MAC66
protocols in WMSNs. Moreover, there is a lack of comparisons67
between the energy consumption of recent MAC protocols and68
the early designed ones. Therefore, the main goal of this pa-69
per is to assess and compare the energy performance of those70
MAC protocols in low data rate WMSNs, under variable sam-71
pling rates and densities of MMSs, in order to find out the suit-72
able MAC protocols for this kind of networks and the WMSNs’73
scenarios and applications in which each MAC protocol works74
better.75
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 pro-76
vides a brief overview of the related work. In Section 3, the77
design principles are presented and the multi-class traffic model78
is derived. The energy consumption of MAC protocols is mod-79
eled in Section 4 and Section 5. In Section 6, we conduct a80
numerical evaluation of the energy performance of MAC pro-81
tocols under different configurations of WMSNs and in various82
application scenarios. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section83
7.84
2. Related Work 85
The design and implementation of MAC protocols in WSNs 86
have been strongly related to the requirements of applications 87
enabled by sensing nodes. Classical MAC protocols have 88
been originally designed for applications that handle scalar data 89
only. Other MAC protocols have been later developed for more 90
sophisticated applications that usually require a steady flow 91
and/or a real-time delivery of packets. Such applications typ- 92
ically demand high throughput, bounded delay, and high relia- 93
bility. In this section we will review the two groups of MAC 94
protocols, though later in the paper we will model and eval- 95
uate the ones belongs to the first group only, since the set of 96
applications we are considering does not require any streaming 97
support, and using streaming MAC protocols in those applica- 98
tions will increase nodes’ energy consumption for an undesired 99
service. 100
2.1. The main categories of MAC protocols in WSNs 101
MAC protocols for scalar WSNs have been classified in vari- 102
ous categories based on when and how nodes decide to transmit 103
data. These categories are: asynchronous (or random access), 104
synchronous (locally or globally), and hybrid schemes [3, 4, 6]. 105
In terms of energy efficiency, idle listening and collisions are 106
major concerns of MAC protocols in WSNs. Research work 107
have focused on how to improve the performance of MAC pro- 108
tocols in a way the energy wasted in idle listening, collisions, 109
and overhearing is minimized. To reduce idle listening, the duty 110
cycling technique has been widely adopted. With duty cycling, 111
nodes switch periodically between active and sleeping states. 112
Using the asynchronous scheme, each node decides when to 113
wake up autonomously, given the rules defined by the particular 114
MAC protocol, and the duty of the MAC protocol is to establish 115
communication between nodes. Asynchronous MAC protocols 116
for WSNs include: B-MAC [7], X-MAC [8], RI-MAC [9], and 117
PW-MAC [10], among others. 118
Another category of MAC protocols is the synchronous MAC 119
protocols. This category is further divided into two main 120
branches: locally synchronized and globally synchronized (i.e. 121
frame-slotted) [3]. Locally synchronized MAC protocols (e.g., 122
S-MAC [11] and T-MAC [12]) also adopt the duty cycling 123
mechanism. To save energy, they allow nodes to turn off their 124
radio when no communication occurs during a certain time pe- 125
riod. They differ from asynchronous MACs in the sense that 126
each cluster of neighboring nodes are scheduled to wake up at 127
the same time. Frame-slotted MACs (e.g., L-MAC [13] and 128
TreeMAC [14]) divide time into frames and assign time slots to 129
nodes in a way that no two nodes within the two-hop distance 130
are allocated the same time slot. The problem of synchronous 131
MAC protocols is that they require to keep the network syn- 132
chronized which implies a high control overhead. 133
2.2. QoS-aware MAC protocols in WSNs 134
The deployment of resource-constrained sensing nodes in 135
critical environments (e.g., real-time applications) impose ad- 136
ditional challenges on the MAC layer in order to assure a cer- 137
tain level of QoS required by the application. For instance, a 138
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MAC protocol has to be flexible and dynamic to changes in139
the network, minimize the medium access delay by minimiz-140
ing collisions, and maximize reliability by minimizing traffic141
losses. There are several examples of MAC protocols in the142
literature that support QoS metrics such as Q-MAC [15], RL-143
MAC [16], PQ-MAC [17], CoSenS [18], among others. The144
QoS-aware MAC protocols for WSNs and WMSNs have been145
surveyed and classified in [19].146
2.3. MAC protocols for streaming WMSNs147
Designing a MAC protocol for streaming WMSNs is a com-148
plicated task since they require a steady flow of data, in ad-149
dition, to a delay-bounded delivery of packets, which may be150
very challenging for any category of MAC protocols mentioned151
in Section 2.1 (e.g., due to the increasing probability of colli-152
sions in asynchronous MACs or the limited slots duration in153
synchronous MACs). There are several considerations when154
designing a MAC protocol for video streaming WMSNs which155
are summarized in [20]. For instance, nodes need to implement156
intra- and inter-node traffic class differentiation in order to sepa-157
rate traffic according to its classes and serve each class based on158
its priority. Intra-node traffic class differentiation is achieved by159
adding queuing management and priority control mechanisms.160
Inter-node traffic class differentiation requires Contention Win-161
dow (CW) size control which allows senders to assign a shorter162
CW to high priority traffic and a larger CW to low priority one.163
These mechanisms can significantly reduce latency for stream-164
ing traffic but at the cost of an increased complexity in the pro-165
tocol design and low fairness guarantees for nodes with low pri-166
ority traffic. Saxena [21] is an example of a MAC protocol de-167
signed to offer QoS for video streaming WMSNs. The protocol168
dynamically controls the CW size and duty cycle based on some169
collected network statistics from the node and the medium such170
as traffic classes and transmission failures. It shows high adap-171
tive operation to network changes but it causes low-priority traf-172
fic to suffer from high latency. In addition, there is no local or173
global synchronization between nodes which introduces signifi-174
cant idle listening and early sleeping problems [19]. Diff-MAC175
[22] is another QoS-aware MAC protocol designed for WM-176
SNs with heterogeneous traffic classes by adopting a service177
differentiation mechanism. In this protocol, long video frames178
are fragmented into smaller video packets and transmitted as179
bursts. The CW size and the duty cycle of the node are also ad-180
justed according to the traffic class. The protocol provides fair181
and fast delivery of data and adapts fast to changing network182
conditions at the cost of the overhead introduced by service dif-183
ferentiation mechanisms and network monitoring statistics. It184
also suffers from a lack of sleep-listen synchronization between185
neighboring nodes [19].186
2.4. MAC protocols for low data rate WMSNs187
After providing an overview of application-specific MAC188
protocols, it is clearly observed that existing WMSNs’ MAC189
protocols pay much attention to streaming and real-time ap-190
plications. However, non-streaming and delay-tolerant traffic191
class of WMSNs may not require a complex design of MAC192
protocols like streaming and real-time WMSNs, though they 193
generate higher traffic load than scalar WSNs due to the exis- 194
tence of MMSs. On the other hand, WSNs MAC protocols have 195
been originally designed for scalar sensors with low bandwidth 196
demand and with energy efficiency considerations. Since our 197
focus is on non-streaming and delay-tolerant WMSNs applica- 198
tions, we believe that those WSNs MAC protocols are the best 199
candidates for our applications. Therefore, the main purpose of 200
this paper is to model and evaluate the energy consumption of 201
those MAC protocols in such scenarios. The MAC protocols 202
are selected to be from different categories, such as receiver- 203
initiated and sender-initiated asynchronous MACs, as well as 204
locally and globally synchronized MACs. Then, from each cat- 205
egory we choose baseline and recent MAC protocols. 206
The considered WMSNs include a wide spectrum of appli- 207
cations such as object detection, monitoring and tracking ap- 208
plications (i.e., being widely deployed in Smart Cities). In 209
such applications, a WMSN works typically at very low data 210
rates where collisions are of a little concern [4, 23]. Never- 211
theless, this could be safeguarded by bounding the maximum 212
traffic flowing through the network (as we will see later in this 213
paper). For instance, in structural health or in crops status in 214
vineyards monitoring applications, MMSs are deployed to send 215
images of buildings/crops. By keeping an archive of images 216
and comparing them with images obtained in different time pe- 217
riods, an improved management/a better productivity could be 218
achieved. However, since the status of these monitored objects 219
is not commonly changing over short periods and does not re- 220
quire a real-time delivery of data, there is no need to sample the 221
environment at high or medium data rates. 222
2.5. Platforms for low data rate WMSNs 223
Several hardware and software platforms have been devised 224
to serve those applications. Cyclops [24] is an imaging plat- 225
form designed specifically for energy-efficient WMSN applica- 226
tions. It uses a frame differentiating and a background subtrac- 227
tion techniques for detecting moving objects and a low resolu- 228
tion (images of 128x128, 64x64 and 32x32 pixels) to reduce the 229
amount of traffic transmitted. Other platforms that support sim- 230
ilar features are Senseye [25] and Firefly [26]. XYZ-ALOHA 231
[27] is another platform that integrates the XYZ networking 232
node with the ALOHA imager. The ALOHA imager outputs 233
metadata (i.e., Address Event Representation) instead of coded 234
images, minimizing the amount of traffic sent towards the sink. 235
3. System Model and Assumptions 236
3.1. Design Principles 237
We focus on a WMSN that consists of a sink, scalar sensors 238
(SSs) and multimedia sensors (MMSs) with a continuous moni- 239
toring mode in which nodes take a sample at periodic intervals. 240
The communication pattern is a data gathering tree with traf- 241
fic flowing hop-by-hop from the leaves (i.e., nodes at different 242
levels) to the root (i.e., the sink) which is placed in the cen- 243
ter of the area. Nodes are static and strategically placed in D 244
rings in an increasing number (i.e., rings close to the sink have 245
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Figure 1: Network topology and traffic model.
less nodes than outer rings). The farthest nodes are located in246
ring d=D and the sink is labeled as d=0. Each node is in the247
communication range with C neighbors. Routes to the sink are248
selected according to the shortest path first (SPF) algorithm [28]249
and they are fairly durable, so that a data gathering tree remains250
stable during the observation time. An illustrative example of251
the considered network topology is depicted in Fig. 1(a). The252
density of MMSs depends on the application. All sensors use253
the same radio data rate R. Any sensor in the network generates254
its own traffic (i.e., after taking a sample from the environment)255
and relays incoming traffic from upper rings. We assume per-256
fect links where both external interference and the effects of257
fading are negligible since we consider a static WSN channel258
model [4]. This assumption will allow us to exclusively focus259
on the characteristics of the MAC protocols, providing a better260
understanding of the pure energy consumption behavior of each261
one without external factors. We also assume that the sampling262
rates of sensors within the WMSN are low enough to consider263
the collision probability negligible [4, 23], including those with264
hidden nodes. However, we will include later in the study some265
load constraints to limit the amount of traffic flowing through266
the network in order to make collisions negligible.267
3.2. Traffic Model268
For deriving the traffic model, we extend the one proposed269
by Langendoen [4], which models the traffic flowing through270
nodes to the sink in a homogeneous sampling rate sensor net- 271
work, to a model for a multi-class sampling rate sensor network 272
in which we have L classes of nodes, where each class has its 273
own sampling rate. For each node, let Fs be the rate at which it 274
samples the environment, FI the rate of incoming traffic it has to 275
forward, and FH the rate of traffic it overhears, which is caused 276
by neighboring nodes. Fig. 1(b) gives an example of the traffic 277
model for a given node n. The overhearing traffic is generated 278
by nodes H1 and H2. FI1 and FI2 are the rates of incoming traf- 279
fic. Fout is the total output traffic rate, which includes the rate 280
of self-generated traffic Fs, and the total incoming traffic it has 281
to forward FI. 282
In a similar way as in [4], N nodes are deployed in the area 283
with a uniform node density. Assuming a unit disk graph com- 284
munication model, each unit disk contains C+1 nodes on aver- 285
age. Thus, all nodes are in communication range with a fixed 286
number of neighbors C. As mentioned before, the nodes are 287
located in D rings according to their distance to the sink (i.e, 288
in d=0). The first ring contains C nodes, from which we can 289
derive the node density in each ring. The average number of 290
nodes Nd in ring d is: 291
Nd =
1 d=0Cd2 −C(d − 1)2 = (2d − 1)C otherwise. (1)
Let us assume a general case where there are L classes of
sensors, and the nodes sample the environment at a rate F ls,
according to the class they belong to, where l ∈ 1, . . . , L. At
each ring there is a percentage pl of nodes of class l, and the
average number of nodes in ring d for each class is N ld = pl(2d−
1)C, while the average number of input links of class l is given
by the formula:
Ild =
N ld+1
Nd
= pl
(2d + 1)
(2d − 1) . (2)
We take a node of class l at a ring d that has an incoming 292
traffic of class i, and define Fd,l,iout as the output traffic of class i 293
for this node as follows: 294
Fd,l,iout =

0 d = 0,∀i
Fd,iI 0 < d < D, i , l
F ls + F
d,l
I 0 < d < D, i = l
F ls d = D, i = l
0 d = D, i , l,
(3)
where Fd,iI is the incoming traffic rate of class i ∈ 1, . . . , L in
ring d. The incoming traffic is on average the same for any
node at the same ring, since these nodes have an equal aver-
age number of input links of any class, and it is given by the
following formula:
Fd,iI =
(D2 − d2)
(2d − 1) piF
i
s. (4)
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Figure 2: Validation of the mathematical model.
Using formula (2) we can distinguish between the average295
incoming traffic coming from each class of sensors.296
The overhearing traffic for a node in ring d from class i is297
given by the following formula:298
Fd,iH =
L∑
l=1
(N ld − Ild)Fd,l,iout . (5)
We differentiate between the class of a given node and the299
class of traffic it forwards using the notations l and i, respec-300
tively. The proposed traffic model allows the usage of differ-301
ent sampling rates depending on the class of sensors. To vali-302
date this model we simulate a uniformly distributed topology in303
which we threw 64 sensors randomly around a sink and took a304
node near the sink (i.e., 1-hop distance) to calculate its average305
output traffic rate of around 50 runs. The paths are selected ac-306
cording to the SPF algorithm. The sensors are grouped based307
on their distance to the sink. The average output traffic rate in308
the random topology and the mathematical model are calculated309
and compared in Fig. 2. It can be observed that the mathemati-310
cal model is within 2-4% of the value determined by the random311
topology.312
3.3. Multimedia Sampling Rate313
Assume we have two types of sensors: SSs and MMSs.314
MMS nodes are equipped with cameras and devoted to object315
detection and object monitoring duties. To do that, MMS nodes316
periodically take an image at a rate Fmmss and send the image to317
the sink. The sampling rate, defined as the frequency at which318
an image is taken, can range from tens of seconds to hours. Ev-319
ery time an image is taken, depending on the image size (e.g., in320
pixels), and the coding and compression scheme, a MMS will321
generate data that is larger than a single layer 2 payload. Thus,322
every multimedia sample (MM) is divided and represented by323
M payloads, being the size of M dependent on the image taken,324
and the coding and compressing mechanisms. The size of each325
multimedia payload depends on the multimedia content and can326
reach a max value Pm.327
As an example, for a 64x64 pixel image, with Red-Green-328
Blue (RGB) coding (i.e., 24-bit per pixel), an image will have329
a size of around 100KB. Assuming compression ratios of 90% 330
or less (e.g., after a background subtraction process), the image 331
size can be reduced to near 10KB or less, hence, with a layer 332
2 payload (Pm), of a size 512B for instance, a MMS will gen- 333
erate around M=20 payloads each of a size Pm=512B. Thus, 334
when accounting for the energy spent in sending and receiving 335
every multimedia sampling, M payloads have to be taken into 336
account. Later in the study we will show how the size of the 337
MM sample (i.e., the value of M) affects the maximum allowed 338
sampling rate of MMSs (Fmmss ). 339
In the case of SS nodes, the sampling rate is also quite low 340
(e.g., one sample per minute) and every sample produces a sin- 341
gle packet. The data retrieved by SS nodes is relatively small 342
and could be fit in one single payload Ps. It is clear that the self- 343
generated traffic by MMSs (Fmmss ) will be much higher than by 344
SSs (F sss ), however, we stress that the MMSs’ sampling rate 345
(e.g., the number of images taken per second) is low enough to 346
do not cause congestion or queuing delays. 347
3.4. Sampling Energy Consumption 348
Since the multimedia applications we are considering are en-
vironment monitoring or object detection, we use low cost, low
power and low resolution camera sensors like Cyclops [24]. We
assume that the amount of power consumed in the subsystems
of a MMS node is considerably higher than of a SS. For ex-
ample a temperature SS consumes Pss = 6 µW for sensing the
environment [29], while a MMS that uses a tiny Cyclops cam-
era consumes Pmms = 42 mW for capturing an image [30]. We
also assume that MMSs do in-node processing and compression
of the multimedia content before sending the image to down-
stream nodes in order to reduce traffic by reducing the size of
images and the number of payloads. Let us call els the energy
spent in capturing and processing a sample from the environ-
ment for a node of class l (e.g., emmss if it is a MMS), then the
energy spent in sampling the environment is:
Els = F
l
se
l
s. (6)
4. Energy Models for Asynchronous MAC Protocols in 349
WMSNs 350
In this section we model the energy consumption of some 351
baseline and recent asynchronous duty-cycling MAC protocols 352
including both sender-initiated transmission like B-MAC [7] 353
and X-MAC [8], and receiver-initiated transmission like RI- 354
MAC [9] and PW-MAC [10]. 355
4.1. Sender-Initiated MAC Protocols: 356
4.1.1. B-MAC 357
Berkeley MAC [7] is an asynchronous MAC protocol for 358
WSNs, in which each node periodically performs a carrier sense 359
to detect the radio channel state during a short period, which is 360
known as Low Power Listening (LPL). If the channel is clear, 361
a sender can hold the channel and send the data, which is pre- 362
ceded by a preamble, to ensure a correct reception by all po- 363
tential receivers who are duty cycling. Potential receivers stay 364
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awake to receive the data when an activity in the channel is365
detected (i.e, the preamble), see Fig. 3. This reduces the idle-366
listening overhead without the need for an explicit synchroniza-367
tion between nodes, but it comes at the expense of sending out368
a long preamble that covers one complete polling interval Tw.369
The sources of energy consumption in B-MAC are the energy370
spent in performing a regular carrier sense ecs, transmitting etx,371
receiving erx, overhearing eov and the energy spent in taking372
a sample from the environment es. The power drawn in each373
mode are Pidl, Ptx, Prx and Ps, respectively and their values are374
given in Table 1.375
The time required to transmit, receive and overhear a packet
of class i in B-MAC is:
T itx = Tcs + Tw + T
i
msg,
T irx =
Tw
2
+ T imsg,
Tov =
Tw
2
+ Thdr, (7)
respectively, where Tcs is the time spent in sensing the channel,
Tw is the polling period of a receiver and it represents the length
of the preamble, and T imsg is the time required for sending one
payload of class i. Each payload is preceded by a packet header
and followed by an acknowledgement. We account also for the
radio switch delay by adding TSIFS as follows:
T imsg = Thdr +
Pi
R
+ TSIFS + Tack. (8)
The energy spent in each mode is:
eitx = (Tcs + TSIFS) Pidl +
(
Tw + Thdr +
Pi
R
)
Ptx
+ TackPrx, (9)
eirx = TSIFSPidl +
(
Tw
2
+ Thdr +
Pi
R
)
Prx + TackPtx, (10)
eov =
(Tw
2
+ Thdr
)
Prx, (11)
ecs = TcsPidl. (12)
We calculate the energy consumption in each mode during a376
given observation time Tobs. The time in which a node of class377
l is active in Tobs represents the total transmitting, receiving and378
overhearing times, and is given by the following:379
T d,lactive = Tobs
 MlF lsT ltx + L∑
i=1
MiFd,iI T
i
tx
 +  L∑
i=1
MiFd,iI T
i
rx

+
 L∑
i=1
MiFd,iH Tov
 , (13)
and the inactive time is calculated as follows:
T d,linactive = Tobs − T d,lactive, (14)
where Ml is the number of payloads of class l, F ls is the rate380
at which a node of class l samples the environment, Fd,iI is the381
t
tS
R
cs Preamble Data Ack
cs Preamble Data Ack cs
Random [0,Tw]
Figure 3: The operation of B-MAC, where a sender S transmits a data
packet preceded by a long preamble to ensure a correct reception by a
potential receiver R.
incoming traffic rate of any class i in ring d, and Fd,iH is the 382
overhearing traffic from any class i in ring d. 383
Then, the total energy consumed in Tobs in each state is: 384
Els =
(
F lse
l
s
)
Tobs, (15)
Ed,ltx =
MlF lseltx + L∑
i=1
MiFd,iI e
i
tx
Tobs, (16)
Ed,lrx =
 L∑
i=1
MiFd,iI e
i
rx
Tobs, (17)
Ed,lov =
 L∑
i=1
MiFd,iH eov
Tobs, (18)
Ecs = Tinactive
Tcs
Tw
ecs, (19)
Ed,lctrl = 0. (20)
Except where otherwise stated, in the modeling of the next 385
MAC protocols, these equations are computed the same way 386
and they will not be displayed. 387
Then we compute the total energy consumption as follows:
Ed,lTobs = E
l
s + E
d,l
tx + E
d,l
rx + E
d,l
ov + Ecs + E
d,l
ctrl, (21)
where Ed,lctrl refers to that energy consumed by sending and re- 388
ceiving control packets (e.g., synchronization messages) which 389
is zero in the case of B-MAC. 390
4.1.2. X-MAC 391
X-MAC [8] divides the long preamble in B-MAC into a se- 392
ries of short preamble bursts of duration Tsp. Because the des- 393
tination address is included in the short preambles, non-target 394
receivers can immediately go back to sleep after receiving a 395
short preamble packet, which reduces the energy spent in over- 396
hearing. The short preamble bursts are interleaved with short 397
idle times of duration Tea to allow a receiver to reply with an 398
early acknowledgment. Whenever a sender receives an early 399
ACK from the intended receiver, it stops sending the preamble 400
bursts and starts sending the data. 401
Introducing the early acknowledgement could achieve con- 402
siderable energy savings by reducing the preamble length to 403
half on average compared to B-MAC, but comes at the price of 404
an increased time for carrier sensing (i.e., Tcs + Tea) each time 405
a node wakes up. A node turns off its radio if the medium has 406
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R
cs + ea sp sp sp sp ea Data Ack cs + ea
Random [0,Tw]
cs + ea ea Data Ack
Figure 4: The operation of X-MAC, including the short preamble
bursts (sp) and the early acknowledgment (ea).
been idle for a time longer than the gap duration between two407
short preambles. X-MAC mechanism is illustrated in Fig. 4.408
The time required to transmit, receive and overhear a packet
of class i in X-MAC is:
T itx = Tcs + Tea +
Tw
2
+ TSIFS + T imsg,
T irx = 1.5(Tsp + Tea) + TSIFS + T
i
msg,
Tov = 1.5(Tsp + Tea), (22)
respectively, where:
Tw = Nsp(Tcs + Tea), (23)
where Nsp is the number of short preambles.409
The energy spent in each mode is:
eitx = (Tcs + Tea + 2TSIFS)Pidl +
(
Tw
2
+ Thdr +
Pi
R
)
Ptx
+ TackPrx, (24)
eirx = 2TSIFSPidl +
(
1.5(Tsp + Tea) + Thdr +
Pi
R
)
Prx
+ TackPtx, (25)
eov = 1.5(Tsp + Tea)Prx, (26)
ecs = (Tcs + Tea)Pidl, (27)
ectrl = 0. (28)
Similar to B-MAC, the total energy consumption in X-MAC
is:
Ed,lTobs = E
l
s + E
d,l
tx + E
d,l
rx + E
d,l
ov + Ecs. (29)
4.2. Receiver-Initiated MAC Protocols:410
4.2.1. RI-MAC411
To improve energy efficiency, receiver-initiated probing has412
been adopted in some asynchronous MAC protocols. In this413
type of MAC protocols, a sending node does not start trans-414
mitting until the receiver is ready to receive. Receiver-Initiated415
MAC (RI-MAC) [9] aims at minimizing the time during which416
a sender and its intended receiver are occupying the wireless417
medium to find a rendezvous. Each node wakes up periodically418
and sends a short beacon to notify potential transmitters that419
it is awake and ready to receive the data. When a node wants420
to transmit, it samples the channel and remains active (i.e., for421
t
tS
R
S active
Wait for a beacon
[0,Tw]
B Data Ack B
Thdr
B Data Ack
Figure 5: In RI-MAC, a sender S does not occupy the wireless medium
until receiving a short beacon (B) from a receiver R meaning that it is
awake and ready to receive the data.
an average period Tw/2) until receiving a beacon of duration 422
TB from its intended receiver. After receiving the beacon, the 423
transmitter starts sending the data, as shown in Fig. 5. 424
The time required to transmit, receive and overhear a packet
of class i in RI-MAC is:
T itx =
Tw
2
+ Tb + TSIFS + T imsg,
T irx = TB + TSIFS + T
i
msg,
Tov = TB + TSIFS + Thdr, (30)
respectively. Then, after transmitting a beacon, a node expects 425
the incoming packet within a small window Thdr, as shown in 426
Fig. 5. If the node is not the intended receiver it overhears the 427
header only. 428
The energy spent in each mode is:
eitx =
(Tw
2
+ 2TSIFS
)
Pidl +
(
Thdr +
Pi
R
)
Ptx
+ (TB + Tack)Prx, (31)
eirx = 2TSIFSPidl +
(
Thdr +
Pi
R
)
Prx + (TB + Tack)Ptx, (32)
eov = TBPtx + TSIFSPidl + ThdrPrx, (33)
eB = TBPtx, (34)
ectrl = 0. (35)
The total energy consumption in Tobs is:
Ed,lTobs = E
l
s + E
d,l
tx + E
d,l
rx + E
d,l
ov + EB, (36)
where the total energy spent in sending out a periodic beacon
message in receiver-initiated MAC protocols is calculated in
a similar way as the total energy spent in carrier sensing in
sender-initiated MAC protocols (see Eq. 19) and it is given by
the following formula:
EB = Tinactive
TB
Tw
eB. (37)
4.2.2. PW-MAC 429
Predictive-Wakeup MAC (PW-MAC) [10] is an asyn- 430
chronous receiver-initiated MAC protocol which reduces the 431
duty cycle at both the receiver and the sender. The goal of 432
PW-MAC is for a sender S to wake up right before its intended 433
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R
S active B Data Ack PS
S wakes up right before R does
B Data Ack PS
B Data Ack PS B Data Ack PS
Figure 6: In PW-MAC, the intended receiver’s wake-up time is pre-
dicted so that the sender S wakes up slightly before the receiver R in
order to save the energy spent in idle listening.
receiver R does. As in RI-MAC, each node periodically wakes434
up and broadcasts a beacon of duration TB to announce that it is435
awake and ready to receive the data. If S has a packet to send to436
R, S turns on its radio and waits for a beacon from R. Upon re-437
ceiving R’s beacon, S transmits the data message, setting a spe-438
cial flag in the message header to request R’s Prediction State439
(PS). Then, R sends an ACK followed by a short packet of du-440
ration TPS in which it embeds its current time and prediction441
state. The current time of R is used by S to compute the time442
difference between S and R’s clocks. Thus, using the predic-443
tion information, node S can predict future wakeup times of R.444
The PS of R represents the expected time at which R will wake445
up next time. In the future, when S has data packets to R, S446
wakes up for only a short duration Tss right before the predicted447
wakeup time of R. In contrast to RI-MAC, in which a sender448
stays awake for on average a half wakeup interval waiting for449
R, PW-MAC significantly reduces this idle listening time once450
the prediction state of the receiver is learned by the sender. The451
mechanism of PW-MAC is illustrated in Fig. 6.452
The time required to transmit, receive and overhear a packet
of class i in PW-MAC is:
T itx = Tss + TB + TSIFS + T
i
msg + TPS,
T irx = TB + TSIFS + T
i
msg + TPS,
Tov = TB + TSIFS + Thdr, (38)
respectively, and the energy spent in each mode is:
eitx = 2TSIFSPidl +
(
Thdr +
Pi
R
)
Ptx + (TB + Tack + TPS)Prx,
(39)
eirx = 2TSIFSPidl +
(
Thdr +
Pi
R
)
Prx + (TB + Tack + TPS)Ptx,
(40)
eov = TSIFSPidl + ThdrPrx + TBPtx, (41)
eB = TBPtx, (42)
ectrl = 0. (43)
Similar to RI-MAC, there is no explicit channel sensing in PW-453
MAC. A nodes sends out periodically a beacon message. More-454
over, the times spent in sending and receiving the control packet455
(TPS) are included in the transmission and reception times in456
Eq. 38.457
The total energy consumption in PW-MAC in Tobs is:
Ed,lTobs = E
l
s + E
d,l
tx + E
d,l
rx + E
d,l
ov + EB. (44)
5. Energy Models for Synchronous MAC Protocols in WM- 458
SNs 459
5.1. Locally Synchronized MAC Protocols 460
Locally synchronized MAC protocols allow nodes to turn on 461
their radio at synchronized times and turn them off when no 462
communication occurs during some time. A node determines 463
its next wakeup time and broadcasts its schedule before going 464
back to sleep. Although the communication in locally synchro- 465
nized MAC protocols is grouped at the beginning of each sched- 466
ule, raising the chances of collisions, they do not face the prob- 467
lem of finding a rendezvous between nodes as in asynchronous 468
MAC protocols. 469
5.1.1. T-MAC 470
S-MAC [11] uses a fixed duty cycle which results in an en- 471
ergy waste in idle listening when traffic load fluctuates. It runs 472
at a duty cycle that matches the load of the busiest node in the 473
network. For this reason, S-MAC is not recommended when the 474
traffic load does not remain constant and predictable. Timeout- 475
MAC (T-MAC) [12] is an extension of S-MAC that allows a 476
dynamic adaptation of the duration of the active period (Tslot) 477
to the actual load. The active period is dynamically extended or 478
ended according to a certain time-out period Ttime-out. Time-outs 479
present a simple but effective way to address the idle listening 480
problem when network traffic load varies. T-MAC mechanism 481
is illustrated in Fig. 7. 482
Nodes in T-MAC wake up periodically. During the active 483
periods, they contend for the channel -if they have packets to 484
send- in a contention window of duration TCW, then they ex- 485
change Request-to-Send (RTS) and Clear-to-Send (CTS) pack- 486
ets followed by the actual payload. 487
Nodes also exchange synchronization messages periodically. 488
At the beginning of each synchronization period, a node sends 489
one synchronization header, and receives synchronization head- 490
ers from its one-hop neighbors (i.e., each node has C neighbors 491
as mentioned in Section 3) at a rate Fsync, which adds additional 492
sources of energy consumption (etx,sync and erx,sync). 493
The times required for transmitting, receiving, overhearing,
and synchronization in T-MAC are:
T itx =
TCW
2
+ TRTS + TSIFS + TCTS + TSIFS + T imsg,
T irx =
TCW
2
+ TRTS + TSIFS + TCTS + TSIFS + T imsg,
Tov =
TCW
2
+ TRTS,
Ttx,sync =
TCW
2
+ Thdr,
Trx,sync =
TCW
2
+ Thdr. (45)
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Parameter Description Value
Tcs Time for carrier sense (ms) 2.5
R Data rate (kbyte/s) 31.25
Pm Size of a multimedia payload (byte) 512
Ps Size of a scalar payload (byte) 32
MM Image size (kbyte) 10
Mm Number of multimedia Payloads 20
Ms Number of scalar Payloads 1
Ptx Power in transmission mode (mW) [52.2]
Prx = Pidl Power in receiving and idle listening mode (mW) [56.4]
Pmms Power for capturing an image (mW) [42]
TSIFS Short inter-frame space (µs) 11
Lack Acknowledgment length (byte) 12
Lhdr Message header length (byte) 12
Tw Polling period (s) [0.02, 0.5]
θ Frequency tolerance (ppm) 30
X-MAC
Lsp Short Preamble length (byte) 12
Tea A gap between short preambles for early ACK (ms) 3.75
RI-MAC LB Beacon length (byte) 12
PW-MAC
Tss A sender S waits a short period before a receiver R wakes up (ms) 5
LB Beacon length (byte) 12
LPS Prediction State: seed of R + time diff between S and R + last wakeup of R (byte) 2+4+4=10
T-MAC
LRTS, LCTS Request-to-Send, Clear-to-Send (byte) 12
CW Contention Window 1024
Tsync Time between synchronization messages (s) (Fsync = 1/Tsync) 60
Tslot Duration of an active period (s) [0.1, 1]
L-MAC Nslots Number of slots 32
TreeMAC
Nslots Number of slots 3
Nframes Number of frames [12, 20]
Tsync* Synchronization message interval (s) 5
Tsch Schedule update interval (s) 8
Tbd Bandwidth demand update interval (s) 10
Table 1: Parameters of traffic model, MAC protocols and the radio used (CC2420) with the corresponding values.
t
t
t
N1
N2
N3
Sync Window
CW
RTS CTS Data Ack Wake up
Ttime-out
Sync Window RTS CTS Data Ack Wake up
Sync Window RTS
Overheard
Wake up
Figure 7: The operation of T-MAC with an adaptive duty cycle using
a time-out period of duration Ttime-out.
Then, after each transmission or reception, a node stays idle
for a period Tidl until the time-out timer expires (see Fig. 7).
It takes into account possible clock drifts from its neighbors as
follows:
Tidl = Tguard + Ttime-out, (46)
where:
Ttime-out = TCW + TRTS + TSIFS + TCTS, (47)
Tguard = 4θTsync. (48)
The energy spent in each mode is:
eitx =
(TCW
2
+ 3TSIFS + Tidl
)
Pidl +
(
TRTS +
Pi
R
)
Ptx (49)
+ (TCTS + Tack)Prx,
eirx =
(TCW
2
+ 3TSIFS + Tidl
)
Pidl + (TCTS + Tack)Ptx (50)
+
(
TRTS +
Pi
R
)
Prx,
eov =
TCW
2
Pidl + TRTSPrx, (51)
eidl = TidlPidl, (52)
etx,sync =
TCW
2
Pidl + ThdrPtx, (53)
erx,sync = C
TCW
2
Pidl + CThdrPrx, (54)
ecs = 0, (55)
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and the total energy spent in the synchronization and being idle
in Tobs are (note that the other states are calculated in a way
similar to the one above in B-MAC):
Etx,sync =
(
Fsyncetx,sync
)
Tobs, (56)
Erx,sync =
(
Fsyncerx,sync
)
Tobs, (57)
Eidl =
(
Tobs
Tslot
)
eidl, (58)
Ectrl = Elrx,sync + E
l
tx,sync + Eidl, (59)
where Tslot denotes the active period schedule of each node in494
T-MAC.495
The total energy consumption in Tobs is:
Ed,lTobs = E
l
s + E
d,l
tx + E
d,l
rx + E
d,l
ov + Ectrl. (60)
5.2. Globally Synchronized MAC Protocols496
This class of MAC protocols uses topology information for497
scheduling the medium access in such a way that no two in-498
terfering nodes access the channel at the same time. This is499
achieved by assigning a unique time slot to each node. Thus, it500
can deliver a good performance when contention level is high.501
The time slot duration is predetermined and can hold a maxi-502
mum amount of bytes. Every node can send a packet in its own503
slot only. In applications with predictable communication pat-504
terns, frame-slotted MAC protocols can achieve considerable505
energy savings by turning off the radio in slots when no data506
will be received. For this reason, it is worth to evaluate their507
energy performance in low data rate WMSNs. In the following508
subsections we model the energy consumption of two frame-509
slotted MAC protocols: L-MAC and TreeMAC.510
5.2.1. L-MAC511
Lightweight MAC (L-MAC) [13] features a distributed512
TDMA scheme which organizes time into frames that are di-513
vided into Nslots slots (see Fig. 8). Each node can send a packet514
in its own slot and it performs carrier sensing in the remaining515
ones in order to check for incoming packets. A node has to516
wait a number of slots (Nslots-1) before being able to send the517
next packet. In every frame, C neighbors are sending a guarded518
header to mark their occupancy that is overheard by the given519
node.520
The time required to transmit, receive and overhear a packet
of class i in L-MAC is:
T itx = Tguard + Thdr +
Pi
R
,
T irx =
Pi
R
,
Tov = C
(
Tguard
2
+ Thdr
)
,
Tcs = (Nslots − 1)Tcs, (61)
respectively, where the guard time is given as follows:
Tguard = 4θTframe, where Tframe = NslotsTslot.
t
t
t
Z2
Z1
T Frame
Slot Slot Slot Slot Slot
Nslots
guard hdr P/R
Figure 8: The frame structure in L-MAC.
The energy spent in each mode in a Tframe is:
eitx = TguardPidl +
(
Thdr +
Pi
R
)
Ptx, (62)
eirx =
Pi
R
Prx, (63)
eov = C
(
Tguard
2
+ Thdr
)
Prx, (64)
ecs = ((Nslots − 1)Tcs)Pidl, (65)
ectrl = 0, (66)
and the total energy spent in overhearing and carrier sensing in
Tobs are (note that the other states are calculated in a similar
way to the one in B-MAC):
Eov =
(
Tobs
Tframe
)
eov, (67)
Ecs =
(
Tobs
Tframe
)
ecs. (68)
In a similar way, the total energy consumption in L-MAC in 521
Tobs is: 522
Ed,lTobs = E
l
s + E
d,l
tx + E
d,l
rx + Eov + Ecs. (69)
5.2.2. TreeMAC 523
Based on the idea that equal channel access is not fair in the 524
data collection scenario where nodes close to the sink need to 525
forward more data than nodes further away, TreeMAC [14] al- 526
lows every node to get a number of time slots proportional to its 527
output traffic rate. Such a mechanism is suitable for the network 528
topology mentioned and used in this study. TreeMAC divides 529
each cycle into Nframes frames and each frame into three slots 530
(see Fig. 9). By making use of the parent-children relationship, 531
the frame-slot assignment is locally determined and exchanged 532
between parent and children only. A parent determines children 533
frames assignment based on their relative bandwidth demands, 534
and each node calculates the slot assignment based on its hop- 535
count to the sink (i.e., its depth on the tree). By using three slots 536
in each frame, a node can avoid contention with its previous and 537
next hop. 538
Different from other TDMA-based MAC protocols, the 539
frame-slot assignment in TreeMAC is a two-dimensional 540
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Z2
Z1
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Frame Frame Frame Frame Frame Frame Frame
Assigned to rest of nodes in the same depth of iAssigned to node i
Slot0 Slot1 Slot2
Node i i’s parent i’s child
Figure 9: The cycle and frame structures in TreeMAC. Frames are as-
signed by a parent to its children based on their bandwidth demands,
whereas using three slots in each frame is for a node to avoid a con-
tention with its parent and child.
conflict-free sending/receiving and snooping. The frame as-541
signment eliminates the horizontal two-hop interference (i.e.,542
nodes of the same depth on the tree get the same transmission543
slot but in different frames). The slot assignment eliminates the544
vertical interference. Given any node, at any time slot, there545
is at most one active sender in its 1-hop neighborhood (includ-546
ing itself). Each node wakes up in its assigned frames. In its547
sending slot, it sends the actual payload. In the receiving slot,548
it performs carrier sensing. TreeMAC requires nodes to update549
their bandwidth demand Tbd, and to send synchronization mes-550
sages Tsync∗ and schedule updates Tsch periodically at different551
rates (their values are provided in Table 1).552
The time required to transmit, receive and overhear a packet
of class i in Tree-MAC is:
T itx = Tguard + Tcs + Thdr +
Pi
R
,
T irx =
Pi
R
,
Tov = 2
(
Tguard
2
+ Thdr
)
,
Tcs = Tcs, (70)
respectively. We note that in TreeMAC, a given node overhears
only its parent and child in its assigned frames which illustrates
why the overhearing time is multiplied by two. In the other
frames the node goes back to sleep. It senses the channel in its
sending and receiving slots (i.e., when a packet can be received
from its child). The guard time in TreeMAC is:
Tguard = 4θTcycle.
The energy spent in each mode in a Tframe is:
eitx = (Tguard + Tcs)Pidl +
(
Thdr +
Pi
R
)
Ptx, (71)
eirx =
(
Thdr +
Pi
R
)
Prx, (72)
eov = 2
(
Tguard
2
+ Thdr
)
Prx, (73)
ecs = TcsPidl, (74)
and the total energy spent in overhearing and carrier sensing in
Tobs are derived by multiplying the energy spent in each mode,
in one frame, by the number of frames assigned to the node in
each cycle, and the number of cycles in Tobs. It is calculated as
follows:
Eov =
(
Nframes
Nd
) (
Tobs
Tcycle
)
eov, (75)
Ecs =
(
Nframes
Nd
) (
Tobs
Tcycle
)
ecs, (76)
where Nd is the average number of nodes in ring d. Since we 553
are placing nodes strategically in multiple rings, all nodes in the 554
same ring will get an equal number of frames. 555
The energy spent in synchronization, scheduling, and band-
width demand updates are:
esync* = ThdrPtx + ThdrPrx, (77)
esch = TschPtx + TschPrx, (78)
ebd = TbdPtx + TbdPrx, (79)
and the total energy spent in each mode in Tobs is:
Esync* =
(
Fsync*esync*
)
Tobs, (80)
Esch = (Fschesch)Tobs, (81)
Ebd = (Fbdebd)Tobs, (82)
Ectrl = Esync* + Esch + Ebd. (83)
The total energy consumption in TreeMAC in Tobs is:
Ed,lTobs = E
l
s + E
d,l
tx + E
d,l
rx + Eov + Ecs + Ectrl. (84)
6. Numerical Evaluation 556
In this section, we conduct a numerical evaluation of the en- 557
ergy consumption of the MAC protocols using the developed 558
multi-class traffic model presented in Section 3 and the energy 559
models in Sections 4 and 5. First, we start by investigating 560
the traffic load conditions in each MAC protocol, which must 561
be added to the network in order to make collisions negligible. 562
Then, we illustrate how those conditions are tightly related to 563
the sampling rates of nodes, the size of multimedia samples, and 564
some network topology parameters such as the number of rings, 565
the number of nodes in each ring and the density of MMSs. Af- 566
ter that, we investigate the energy consumption of the MAC 567
protocols under those traffic load conditions. 568
The topology considered in the numerical evaluation is a 569
multi-ring topology (D, C), where we have L=2 classes of sen- 570
sors, MMSs -with density pm- that sample the environment at 571
a rate Fmmss , and SSs that sample the environment at a rate F
ss
s . 572
The size of the captured image depends on the phenomena be- 573
ing monitored. Except where otherwise stated, we assume an 574
image size of 10KB and a multimedia payload of size P=512B 575
which gives us M=20 payloads per image. 576
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6.1. Parameters constraints577
In order to make collisions negligible, we present some safe-578
guarding conditions on the amount of traffic flowing through579
the network against any improper selection of MACs parame-580
ters. It is worth noting that each category of MAC protocols has581
a different traffic boundary condition according to its medium582
access strategy. However, in all MAC protocols this will be583
done by adding the condition to the busiest nodes in the net-584
work, which have the most packets to send (i.e., nodes close to585
the sink in ring d=1). The constraints below are derived in a586
similar way as in [4], and the thresholds are assumed to be the587
same.588
In the case of asynchronous MAC protocols, we derive a gen-589
eral condition which guarantees that the maximum traffic load590
transmitted by all nodes in d=1, of any class l, to the sink (in591
d=0) does not exceed 25% of the channel bandwidth. This can592
be described by the following equation:593
L∑
l
Il0F
1,l
outM
lTtx <
1
4
, (85)
where Il0 is the sink’s average number of input links of class594
l. This condition can be adapted to each asynchronous MAC595
protocol according to the packet transmission time Ttx of each596
one.597
In the case of locally synchronized MAC protocols, such as
T-MAC, the total traffic transmitted by all nodes in d=1 during
the active period (Tslot) should not exceed 25% of the channel
bandwidth. This can be described as follows:
L∑
l
Il0F
1,l
outM
lTslot <
1
4
. (86)
In globally synchronized MAC protocols, collisions is598
avoided since every node has a unique transmission slot. How-599
ever, we set a bound on the maximum traffic transmitted by600
bottleneck nodes in d=1 in order to avoid long queuing delays.601
In L-MAC we have:
L∑
l
Il0F
1,l
outM
lTframe <
1
2
. (87)
In the case of TreeMAC, the threshold is calculated as fol-
lows:
L∑
l
Il0F
1,l
outM
lTcycle <
1
2
. (88)
Setting a bound on the amount of traffic flowing through the602
network implies that the sampling rate of MMSs can not be603
increased more than a certain value. This also imposes other604
constraints on some network topology parameters such as the605
number of rings, the number of nodes in each ring, and the606
density of MMSs, because the output traffic increases by in-607
creasing those parameters. In Fig. 10, we show how the net-608
work topology parameters and the size of multimedia sample609
directly affect the maximum value of MMSs’ sampling rate 610
(Fmmss ) allowed for each MAC protocol in order to make col- 611
lisions negligible. This is calculated based on the aggregated 612
output traffic sent by all busy nodes in ring d=1 satisfying the 613
conditions above. In Fig. 10, we assume that SSs sample the en- 614
vironment at a fixed sampling rate Fsss =60 (samples/hour) and 615
that the density of MMSs is constant pm=50%. For instance, 616
Fig. 10 (a) shows that we can not increase Fmmss in B-MAC 617
more than 20 (samples/hour) when D=3, while it is possible 618
to increase Fmmss in PW-MAC up to 145 (samples/hour) under 619
the same network configurations and size of MM sample. On 620
the other hand, Fig. 10 show that under the same configurations 621
(i.e., Fsss =60 (samples/hour) and pm=50%) synchronous MAC 622
protocols can not be used in a network with more than D=4 623
rings or more than C=4 nodes in the first ring, and the maxi- 624
mum allowed Fmmss in the best scenario does not exceed 6, 7 625
and 5 (samples/hour) for T-MAC, L-MAC and TreeMAC, re- 626
spectively, when D=3. Hence, it can be inferred from the figure 627
that asynchronous MAC protocols give better flexibility to the 628
range of allowed sampling rates than synchronous MAC pro- 629
tocols for different network configurations. In particular, PW- 630
MAC allows MMSs to sampling the environment at relatively 631
high rates. 632
6.2. Parameters study 633
In this section, the energy consumption of the MAC pro- 634
tocols is evaluated. First, we investigate the energy con- 635
sumption of sender-initiated MAC protocols (B-MAC and X- 636
MAC) and receiver-initiated MAC protocols (RI-MAC and 637
PW-MAC). Then, we analyze the energy consumption of syn- 638
chronous MAC protocols from the two categories: i) locally 639
synchronized (T-MAC), and ii) globally synchronized (L-MAC 640
and TreeMAC). Finally, we compare the different categories of 641
MAC protocols, and recommend the network settings and MAC 642
parameters suitable for each MAC protocol. The topology con- 643
sidered in this experiment is a multi-ring topology (D=4, C=4), 644
resulting in a network of 64 nodes. Our goal is to assess the en- 645
ergy consumption of the MAC protocols under different values 646
of Fmmss , polling time intervals Tw (i.e., in case of asynchronous 647
MACs), and densities of MMSs pm. 648
We focus our attention on the energy consumption of nodes 649
close to sink (i.e., in ring d=1) since these nodes always have 650
more traffic to send/receive than all other nodes. A node in ring 651
d=1 has to convey its own traffic plus the whole traffic from 652
outer rings. The traffic and radio parameters, as well as the 653
specific parameters for all the MAC protocols are provided in 654
Table 1. The radio parameters are taken from the datasheet of 655
MICAz platform [31] and the Chipcon CC2420 radio [32]. 656
Fig. 11 compares the energy consumption of the selected 657
asynchronous MAC protocols in a WMSN with sampling rates 658
Fsss =60 (samples/hour) and F
mms
s in the interval [1/96,60] (im- 659
ages/hour), and for two different polling period (Tw) values: 660
0.05 and 0.2 seconds. Based on the parameter constraints pre- 661
sented in Section 6.1, the energy consumption of every MAC 662
protocols is only plotted in its allowed interval of Fmmss . From 663
Fig. 11, it can be noticed that in the entire allowed sampling rate 664
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Figure 10: The effect of network parameters and the size of the MM sample on the maximum allowed sampling rate of MMSs (Fmmss ).
interval and for short and long polling periods, the energy con-665
sumption of receiver-initiated MAC protocols (i.e., RI-MAC666
and PW-MAC) is always lower than the sender-initiated ones667
(i.e., B-MAC, X-MAC). This is because the sender-initiated668
MAC protocols adopt the duty cycling technique where a node669
sends a long preamble to ensure communication with its in-670
tended receiver. This long preamble is a source of energy con-671
sumption in sending, receiving and overhearing (see Section 4).672
Besides, it results in a longer transmission time (Ttx) which lim-673
its the maximum allowed sampling rate of MMSs (see Eq. 85).674
In receiver-initiated MAC protocols, the time during which a675
sender and its intended receiver are occupying the channel to676
be able to communicate is reduced, and a sending node does677
not start transmitting until the receiver is ready to receive. In678
PW-MAC, a sender wakes up just before its intended receiver679
which illustrates why PW-MAC consumes the least amount of680
energy between the asynchronous MACs. This mechanism of681
PW-MAC also reduces the transmission time of the sender (Ttx)682
and allows for a wider range of Fmmss .683
At very low sampling rates, B-MAC achieves lower energy684
consumption than X-MAC when the polling period Tw is short685
(Fig. 11(a) and Fig. 11(b)). This is because X-MAC has a 686
longer carrier sensing period (Tcs + Tea), and since the polling 687
period is short, nodes have to wake up and perform carrier sens- 688
ing more often, and as consequence more energy is consumed. 689
However, nodes in B-MAC consume the largest amount of en- 690
ergy as the polling period (Tw) gets longer and/or the sampling 691
rate increases. At higher sampling rates, the generated traffic is 692
higher and the carrier sensing is less frequent. In these cases, X- 693
MAC outperforms B-MAC since it uses short preamble bursts 694
which reduces the preamble length to the half on average. 695
The effect of the density of MMSs pm on the energy con- 696
sumption of MACs (i.e., pm=0.25 and pm=0.5) is also pre- 697
sented in Fig. 11. In both cases, B-MAC still outperforms X- 698
MAC at low sampling rates when the polling period is short. It 699
can be observed that in the four mentioned scenarios, receiver- 700
initiated MAC protocols have better energy performance and 701
allow for a wider range of sampling rates. In particular, PW- 702
MAC allows MMSs to sample the environment at Fmmss up to 703
80 (images/hour) under the same network configuration (i.e., 704
C=4, D=4, M=20, and Fsss =60 (samples/hour)) and when the 705
density of MMSs pm is 50% (see Fig. 10 (a)). 706
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Figure 11: The energy consumption of B-MAC, X-MAC, RI-MAC and PW-MAC during Tobs = 24 (hour) in a WMSNs of 64 Nodes and for
different polling periods and densities of MMSs.
In Fig. 12, we compare the energy consumption of the syn-707
chronous MAC protocols modeled in Sections 5. We use the708
same network configurations as in the previous experiments ex-709
cept that in these protocols it is not allowed to increase Fmmss710
more than 3 (images/hour), otherwise the traffic load constraints711
at the bottleneck nodes can not be satisfied (see Section 6.1).712
This is because the longer duration of Tslot, Tframe, and Tcycle, in713
T-MAC, L-MAC and TreeMAC, respectively, than Tx in asyn-714
chronous MAC protocols. From this figure, we notice that715
for different densities of MMSs, L-MAC and T-MAC consume716
higher energy than TreeMAC. A node in L-MAC needs to sense717
the channel in each slot -except the one it owns- during the718
whole observation time (Tobs=24 hours), which is the major719
source of energy consumption in L-MAC. In T-MAC, a huge720
amount of energy is spent in the idle mode during Tobs. On721
the contrary, TreeMAC achieves a lower energy consumption722
since it has a predetermined structure of frames/slots assigned723
to nodes. Nodes wake up only in their assigned frames with-724
out the need of carrier sensing in each frame/slot. Besides, this725
structure limits overhearing to the assigned frames/slots only,726
which also helps in reducing the energy consumption. In syn-727
chronous MACs there is no need for polling/sensing the chan- 728
nel or sending beacons periodically. However, this comes at the 729
cost of an extra synchronization overhead and a very limited 730
allowed range of sampling rates. Therefore, the usage of these 731
protocols is limited to WMSNs working at very low data rates. 732
Fig. 12 also shows that for a higher density of MMSs (pm= 733
50%), the sampling rate of MMSs (Fmmss ) can be increased in 734
T-MAC and TreeMAC up to 2 (images/hour). The reason is 735
that the sampling rate of SSs (Fsss ) is constant and set to be 60 736
(samples/hour). Thus, at very low data rate of MMSs, the out- 737
put traffic generated from SSs is higher than MMSs. Therefor, 738
when pm is low the total output traffic generated at bottleneck 739
nodes is higher and it decreases as the density of MMSs in- 740
creases. 741
Table 2 overviews the scenarios in which each MAC proto- 742
col is recommended. It can be concluded that receiver-imitated 743
MAC protocols are suitable for this type of networks, allow- 744
ing for a wider range of sampling rates, while in synchronous 745
MAC protocols only TreeMAC is recommended and for WM- 746
SNs with very low sampling rates. 747
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Figure 12: The energy consumption of L-MAC, TreeMAC and T-MAC during an observation time Tobs = 24 (hour) in a WMSNs of 64 Nodes
and for different densities of MMSs. At Fmmss = 2 (images/hour), when pm=25 % we have in total 3520 (packets/hour) which causes Eq. (88) in
TreeMAC, for instance, to be higher than 50%, but when pm=50 % we have 3200 (packets/hour) and the condition is fulfilled.
Table 2: The recommended MAC protocols for each scenario.
Asynchronous Synchronous
Receiver-initiated Sender-initiated
B-MAC X-MAC RI-MAC PW-MAC T-MAC L-MAC TreeMAC
Very low sampling rate Fmmss X X X X
Low sampling rate Fmmss X X X
Low density of MMSs X X X X X
High density of MMSs X X X X
Long polling period X - - -
Short polling period X X X - - -
6.3. Application scenarios748
In this section we use the multi-class traffic model to as-749
sess the performance of MAC protocols in different WMSNs750
application scenarios related to Smart Cities and environment751
monitoring. We distinguish between two groups of application752
scenarios: i) indoor scenarios such as smart buildings, houses,753
and stables, and ii) outdoor scenarios such as urban resilience754
applications and smart farms/gardens. In each scenario, we in-755
tegrate two types of sensors (i.e., multimedia and scalar) each756
with a different sampling rate. The configurations of the se-757
lected WMSN in each application are listed in Table 3 and the758
MAC protocols under these configurations have been verified759
to satisfy the traffic load conditions in Section 6.1. The energy760
consumption of MAC protocols in each application is shown in761
Fig. 13.762
6.3.1. Indoor applications763
In indoor applications, such as smart buildings/houses, var-764
ious type of sensors and electronic devices are interconnected765
through a communication network to monitor and control re-766
motely different phenomenons inside the place such as temper-767
ature and humidity, lighting, occupancy and movement, kids,768
plants and pets situation, products and warehouses in shopping769
centers, among others. In the following subsection, we consider770
two application scenarios that deploy low data rate WMSNs.771
6.3.1.1 Smart building/house 772
Intelligent buildings, including smart homes and office spaces, 773
have been extensively studied in the literature [33, 34, 35, 36, 774
37]. All of these projects and studies make extensive use of 775
sensors to monitor objects and spaces inside and around the 776
house/building giving inhabitants the ability to remotely control 777
them. In this scenario, we deploy a WMSN with 16 sensors 778
arranged in D=2 rings and each node with C=4 neighbors. 779
6.3.1.2 Smart stable and animal farming 780
We deploy a WMSN of 24 (D=2, C=6) sensors to remotely 781
monitor animals in a stable and in a small animal farm. SSs 782
can monitor the temperature, humidity, door and window 783
open/close status, among others, while MMSs periodically send 784
images about the animals’ situation inside and around the sta- 785
ble. In particular, deploying such a WMSN to monitor the ani- 786
mals’ situation can help prevent illness and theft, and allows the 787
farmer to remotely keep an eye on the animals during days and 788
nights (e.g., the sensor network deployed for monitoring horses 789
and equine farm management in [38, 39]). 790
6.3.2. Outdoor applications 791
In this type of applications we consider some applications 792
for low data rate WMSNs where the multimedia and scalar sen- 793
sors can be deployed together to monitor and control different 794
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Figure 13: The energy consumption of MAC protocols in the selected indoor and outdoor application scenarios.
Table 3: The configurations of the WMSN of each scenario (M=20 and Tw= 0.1 (s) in all scenarios).
Number of sensors Density of MMSs Sampling frequency (samples/hour)
N pm Fsss F
mms
s
Smart building/house 16 20% 60 30
Smart stable and animal farming 24 40% 30 15
Urban/territorial resilience 80 60% 4 2
Smart agriculture 150 30% 2 0.5
phenomenons in the city/territory such as structural health (e.g.,795
buildings, bridges and historical monuments), noise and sound796
monitoring in bar zones and centric areas, rivers and dams sit-797
uation, ambient control, among others. Outdoor applications798
also includes smart farms/gardens.799
6.3.2.1 Urban/territorial resilience800
As we mentioned above, WMSNs can be deployed in urban801
management systems to monitor and observe the territory, and802
prevent the disruption of essential city services (e.g., La Gar-803
rotxa Urban Resilience project in Catalunya [40]). In this sce-804
nario we deploy a WMSN of 80 sensors (D=4, C=5). Since the805
phenomenas being monitored (e.g., noise and sounds, ambient806
control, structural health, among others) are non-time critical,807
we choose low sampling rates for both SSs and MMSs (see Ta-808
ble 3).809
6.3.2.2 Smart farm and agriculture 810
The use of sensor networks in smart agriculture [41] is very 811
promising as multiple environmental parameters can be moni- 812
tored. This includes a wide range of applications, from crops 813
status and growing conditions analysis to weather observation, 814
such as vineyards, tropical fruits and herbs that are sensitive to 815
cold, where a slight change in climate can affect the final out- 816
come. All of this information can also help to determine the 817
optimum conditions for crops, by keeping an archive of images 818
and comparing them with the figures and images obtained dur- 819
ing the best harvests, which leads to better productivity, costs 820
reduction, and improved management (e.g., the Rias Baixas 821
Smart Viticulture project in Galicia [42]). In this scenario we 822
deploy a WMSN of 150 (D=5, C=6) sensors with very low 823
sampling rates. 824
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6.3.3. Discussion825
From Fig. 13 we can see that in all the selected scenarios,826
PW-MAC, RI-MAC and TreeMAC show a low energy con-827
sumption performance for both types of sensors. On the con-828
trary, L-MAC and T-MAC consume the highest amount of en-829
ergy and they are not recommended for this kind of networks830
and applications. In sender-initiated asynchronous MAC proto-831
cols, X-MAC has a better energy performance than B-MAC in832
smart buildings/house applications since the sampling rates in833
these applications are comparatively high (Fsss = 60, F
mms
s =30834
(samples/hour)). In the mentioned outdoor applications, sen-835
sors sample the environment at very low sampling rates which836
illustrates why B-MAC has a close energy consumption perfor-837
mance to X-MAC.838
7. Conclusions839
In this paper we derived a multi-class traffic model and used840
it to analyze the energy consumption of some recent and base-841
line MAC protocols in low data rate delay-tolerant WMSNs.842
We modeled the energy consumption of MAC protocols from843
different categories including asynchronous (sender-initiated844
and receiver-initiated), and synchronous (locally and globally)845
MAC protocols. The derived models allow us to compare the846
performance of MAC protocols as a function of the network847
topology, the density of multimedia nodes and the sampling848
rates.849
From the numerical analysis, it is noticed that in the asyn-850
chronous MAC protocols category, receiver-initiated MAC pro-851
tocols outperform sender-initiated ones. In particular, PW-852
MAC shows the lowest energy consumption between the se-853
lected asynchronous MAC protocols and it can be used in WM-854
SNs with a wide range of sampling rates. Regarding syn-855
chronous MAC protocols, results also show that they are only856
suitable for WMSNs when the data rates are very low. In that857
situation, TreeMAC is the one that offers a lower energy con-858
sumption.859
From the application scenarios we studied, it can be ob-860
served that some of the existing MAC protocols in WSNs are861
suitable for non-streaming non-time critical WMSNs without862
the need for additional control mechanisms like streaming and863
QoS-aware MAC protocols. However the selection of the MAC864
protocol and its parameters strongly depends on the application865
scenario.866
To conclude, this paper offers a mathematical modeling and a867
numerical evaluation of MAC protocols in WMSNs that we be-868
lieve it fills a need in the current literature and gives researchers869
a very clear view of the energy consumption of some recent870
MAC protocols in WMSNs and Smart Cities application sce-871
narios. Having these models and results may enable future re-872
search efforts to improve upon the energy efficiency of the cur-873
rent MAC protocols, and help users to choose the most adequate874
one for each scenario.875
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